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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 17: Saturday, October 29 
 
 
RACE ONE: 
TELLING METZIE woke up at 16-1 when dropping in class and returning 
the main track in her last start at Churchill, though she gave up a clear 
lead after pressing moderate splits (:23, :47, 1:12). The step back up to the 
$40K maiden claiming ranks is a bit deceptive, as this is a weak field and 
she is one of two entrants with a prior money finish over the local surface; 
rates slight edge. BLUE RIDGE GAL didn’t care for the grass in her last 
start 20 days ago and figured to need that effort off an extended layoff. 
Chestnut filly makes her first start for a tag, gets blinkers, changes 
surfaces, turns back in distance and gets a new rider. You can’t say the 
connections aren’t trying for form reversal; contender. CASH TIZ 
WONDERFUL wasn’t a factor when stepping up in class to face $30K 
maiden calming types in her last start, and she tends to be bankrupt in the 
drive after prompting or setting the early pace. She does catch a soft 
group, has a money finish in the past locally and gets in light with Katie 
Clawson named to ride; will have to deal with the top choice from the 
opening bell; likely for part, iffy on the win end. PUFF hasn’t been a factor 
in a pair of sprint starts vs. maiden allowance types, the most recent of 
which coming on the Tapeta surface at Presque Isle Downs; class drop is 
the biggest attraction. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-5-1 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
The four-year-old colt FOURTH OF JULY is capable of a winning effort off a 
layoff and looks to be well-spotted in this light $10K open claiming heat 
going seven-eighths on the main track. Like the fact that this colt retained 
sharp form while moving up in class and two of his three lifetime wins have 
been on dirt, including a game second-place finish in Lexington last fall; 
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Catalano barn hitting at a 25 percent clip at the current stand; choice. ORE 
PASS has finished in the money in fifty percent of his starts this year and 
just lasted to best a group of open $10K calming types in Indiana in his last 
start; loves seven furlongs on dirt, but will be making his third start in 25 
days; useful in exotic wagers. SIDEARM’s lone win from seven starts this 
year came in the conditioned claiming ranks at Lone Star, though he did 
manage a third-place finish vs. restricted $25K claiming company at 
Saratoga two starts back. His recent form is lackluster; class relief is the 
biggest positive. MEDIA TIME beat seven of 11 rivals in his last start, 
where he pressed a quick early pace (:22 1/5, :45 1/5) and flattened-out in 
the lane off a layoff. Dale Bennett trainee owns a win at the this seven-
furlong distance, and he exits a tougher open $10K claiming heat; tighter 
this time. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-1-2 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
The bay Ghostzapper filly BRISSON’s form has improved with the addition 
of blinkers, and she made up a ton of ground from off the pace in her turf 
debut over challenging ground at Kentucky Downs. Like the way she 
finished into soft fractions in her last start, and she was only beaten two 
lengths for top honors as the tepid favorite. She has a nice turf pedigree 
and is 5-1 on the morning line; choice. The Giant’s Causeway filly 
CRAFTY’S WAY split a field of ten when last seen on the turf, a race in 
which she had all kinds of trouble and finished two and three-quarters of a 
length off the win hooking a live bunch of maidens in Chicago. She has a 
money finish over the local course and is capable of a winning effort off the 
sidelines; loving the 10-1 morning line odds. The well-bred FLYAWAY 
KITTEN took all kinds of action at the windows in her debut run at Indiana 
Grand, where she ran greenly but finished with interest. Trainer Mike 
Maker adds blinkers today, and his charge has been razor sharp in the 
A.M. during her time away from the races; formidable. VAGABOND 
PRINCESS overcame a poor start, rallied rom off then pace and was only 
beaten five and three-quarter lengths for the win here 20 days again in her 
first start for a new barn. She has a license to move forward off that effort 
making her second start off an extended layoff; dangerous with a clean 
start. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-7-6 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The Into Mischief filly OKBYECYA has shown mild improvement in a pair 
of starts and drops in for a tag for the first time in this spot. Bay filly will 
like the extra sixteenth of mile and this is a soft bunch of $30K maiden 
claimers; threat on the drop. JANE AIR is a first-time starter that catches 
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a light bunch for her debut run. Sports a sparse but solid work tab for 
trainer Paul Holthus, whose outfit can get a horse ready to win right out of 
the box; 15-1 on the morning line; think she outruns her odds in this spot. 
DIAMONDINTHEROUGH lost all chance at the start in her latest outing, 
where she hit the gate and steadily retreated while facing maiden special 
weight company under the Twin Spires. Florida-bred took action at the 
windows in the debut run, and jockey Ty Kennedy booted home Classic Bo 
($11.40) in Friday’s first race; drops in for a tag; some things to like. 
SUPER WONDERFUL was a non-factor in a four and half furlong heat in 
Lexington back in the spring and hasn’t been seen from since. She figures 
to benefit from the time off and will benefit from the class drop, but may be 
a start away from her best effort; Leparoux named to ride noted. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-3-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
I’ll give a slight edge to TAXABLE in this well-matched, compact field of 
three-year-old fillies trying a second-tier allowance condition based on her 
game effort off a lengthy layoff hooking similar stock at Churchill. She’s 
shown improvement with blinkers and is graded stakes placed on dirt 
going a mile and sixteenth. She should get a great trip stalking DEAR 
ELAINE and stablemate FORECAST and will be tighter this time; choice. 
THRILLED was on the wrong end of a photo finish in her Keeneland debut 
17 days ago but will be tighter this time around making her second start 
off a brief rest. She owns a back-class advantage over the field and her 
lifetime record on dirt is 4-1-2-0; obvious contender. FORECAST is 
unproven beyond a mile, but acts as if she wants more distance judging 
from her daylight wins at Ellis Park over the summer, the latest of which 
was a sharp wire-to-wire effort in an honest time (1:10 4/5, 1:35 4/5); will 
get pressure from DEAR ELAINE; hangs on for part with top try. The deep 
closer FUHRIOUSLY KISSED is a nice filly that has a quick late turn of foot, 
but she steps up to the “two other than” allowance condition in this spot 
and Keeneland’s main track hasn’t been kind to closers this meet. Race 
shape from a pace perspective works in her favor, the short stretch in 
Lexington doesn’t; comes running for part. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-5-1 
 
RACE SIX: 
I’m not crazy about the wide post draw, but GIANT PAYDAY looks like the 
horse to beat on paper. Chestnut colt got shuffled back and came again to 
break his maiden in his turf debut, only to be disqualified to third for 
veering in in the stretch. Well-bred Giant’s Causeway colt (out of a Seeking 
the Gold mare) is improving, and he hooked three next-out winners in his 
career debut on the main track. Wilkes and Landeros had a natural double 
yesterday winning the eighth and ninth races on the card with Dujac 
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($8.60) and Open Arms ($9.20), respectively; rates top billing. UNTIMED 
PLAY finished two and a half lengths off the top choice in his most recent 
outing, but was kissed into second after the winner was DQ’d in a roughly-
run race. Tapizar colt made a nice middle move in his first start on grass 
and stayed on despite having to steady in the stretch drive; improving sort 
contends with a clean trip. FIRE COMMISSIONER closed well over a “good” 
turf course at Indiana Grand in his debut run and will likely improve on 
that effort making just his second career start in this spot. Son of Lemon 
Drop Kid is bred to love the weeds, and he’s a tantalizing 10-1 on the 
morning line; contender. GET DOWN NICK didn’t show much in his career 
debut, but he may not have cared for the wet-fast track and didn’t have the 
best of starts. He tries the grass for the first time in this spot; Leparoux 
named to ride noted—on the fringes for Casse. 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-4-10-11 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
The Ramsey homebred NO LACA TALENT will make his career debut for 
Wesley Ward, who excels with juvenile first-time starters. Gray/roan filly 
is spotted to win in for a $30K tag right out of the box, and I like to see a 
solid—not sizzling—work tab that’s gap-free since early September. Barn 
has struggled this meet, but had a chalky winner yesterday with The Great 
War ($5) in the second race; breaks running. PRETEND has the best form 
in the race of those that have started, and creeps in for a $30K tag in this 
spot which seems comparable to straight maiden company at Indiana 
Grand. Should get a good trip stalking the pace; contender. DOMINANT 
CLASS stalked a :21 4/5 opening quarter in her debut for a $50K tag at 
Churchill 34 days ago and backed out of things early to be a well-beaten 
fourth at 9-1. She shows up for a $30,000 price tag today and the self-
proclaimed C. Lan stays aboard; class drop is the biggest attraction. 
LINEUP FOR KISSES beat two horses at low odds when dropping down in 
class in her last start and continues her class descent in this spot. On the 
positive side, she’s the speed of the race on paper and gets in light with 
apprentice Katie Clawson named to ride. Chestnut filly has packed it in 
early in the past going shorter distances; pace factor.  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-3-9 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
VENUS VALENTINE owns a bit of a back-class advantage over her 
competition and figured to need her last start off an extended layoff, where 
she was a one-paced, well-beaten third over a sloppy, sealed racetrack. 
That effort doesn’t seem as bad if one considers that Crooked Stick, the 
winner, is a mud-lark who came back to be a game fourth, beaten less than 
three lengths for all the money in the Pin Oak Valley View (G3) on the 
Haggin Turf Course on October 21. She’s a graded stakes winner going a 
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route of ground on dirt, the x-factor is how she handles the grass, a surface 
she isn’t bred to handle. Is 8-1 on the morning line, however, for a sharp 
outfit; plenty to like. WALKING THE KITTEN was stuck in the “a other 
than” allowance condition for an eternity and steps up to second-tier 
allowance company in this spot. On the positive side, she has a versatile 
running style and is very consistent, having finished in the money in seven 
of eight starts this year; Ramsey, Leparoux, Maker juggernaut noted; 
figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors at low odds. Like the 
top choice, SALAMA has a back-class edge over this field and has positive 
form in both her starts in this country against allowance company. Should 
be tighter this time making her second start off a layoff, and she should get 
a ground saving-trip on the hedge under Albarado; contender. The deep 
closer CANDY CRUSH is an unappealing two-for-27 lifetime, but she 
typically runs her race to earn a paycheck. Her best finish from her past 
five starts was in a nine-furlong turf heat at Churchill last fall; comes 
running for part. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-1-3 
 
 
RACE NINE—The Hagyard Fayette (G2):  
DIVINING ROD has been conservatively placed by trainer Arnaud Delacour 
since returning to the races, and the son of Tapit has responded with a pair 
of gritty wins while running through conditions at Parx. Classy colt should 
get a great trip stalking NOBLE BIRD and MR. Z and still has room for 
improvement making the third start of his current form cycle. He won the 
Coolmore Lexington Stakes (G3) for fun when last seen in Lexington, and 
will be a good price with the presence of NOBLE BIRD (6-5 on the morning 
line) in the field; likely overlay; choice. NOBLE BIRD was sharp over a wet-
fast surface the he appreciated in his last start, where he wired the field in 
the $175K Lukas Classic at Churchill, besting fellow entrant HAWAAKOM 
by a length and a half. He’s tractable enough to rate and my have to with 
the speedy MR. Z breaking to his outside, however his last two stakes wins 
have come in wire-to-wire fashion. He likes Keeneland and a mile and an 
eighth on dirt, however; player at short odds. IRON FIST stalked a hot pace 
and finished well to be a half-length off the win in the Ack Ack (G3) under 
the Twin Spires, and he’ll appreciate the stretch-out around two turns in 
this spot. Figures to attend the pace under Santana, but has been relegated 
to minor awards in his past graded stakes appearances; figures for part, 
iffy on the win end. At 30-1 on the morning line, one would be remiss to 
leave CHOCOPOLOGIE off deep exotic tickets. The Candy Ride (Arg) colt 
has never missed the trifecta from 10 starts lifetime and is currently 
riding a three-race winning streak for trainer Pat Devereux, a good 
horseman. Like the way he’s returned sharp form while moving up in class; 
wouldn’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-7-5 
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RACE TEN: 
UNBRIDLED OUTLAW looks like a good play in the meet’s finale, as the 
well-bred colt was sharp off the shelf for trainer Dale Romans, as he 
attended a hot pace and just missed the win in a seven-furlong event that 
went in a swift 1:23 flat. His form looks double-tough if you draw a line 
through his stakes starts, and he’s an appealing 4-1 on the morning line; 
tighter this time. SEEKING THE SOUL’s only poor effort from seven prior 
starts was in the twelve-furlong Belmont Stakes (G1) at 55-1. His form has 
improved since he was stopped-on back in July, and he should appreciate 
the turn back in distance with a pair of route races vs. stakes company 
under his belt; bullet work at Churchill nine days ago in 1:00 1/5 noted; 
formidable. TOWN CLASSIC is unproven on dirt, but has honest form on 
the grass, over a synthetic surface and he’s bred to handle the surface 
change. He has been game in his past two starts in Canada; James Graham 
rides, Leparoux opts for the also-eligible SMART MOON, who will run. 
SMART MOON draws in off the also-eligible list, and he gave a good account 
of himself at this seven-furlong trip in his last start off a freshening in 
Lexington. He’ll be making his first start since May 7, however; may be a 
race away from his best effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-12-8-13 


